All Are Welcome!

Books celebrating culture and diversity
Upper Elementary/Middle School
New Kid- Jerry Craft
New Kid, a 2019 graphic novel, is about seventh grader Jordan Banks, who lives in Washington Heights and whose parents enroll him in a
prestigious school in the tony enclave of Riverdale, where he is one of the few kids of color. The book begins with Jordan’s very first day of school
and shows how he and his friends navigate the school while remaining true to themselves. Written and illustrated by Jerry Craft, the diverse book
has won numerous awards, including the Newbery Medal and the Coretta Scott King Author Award. (Ages 8-12)
Front Desk- Kelly Yang
In Front Desk, named a “Best Book of the Year” by the Washington Post in 2018, we meet 10-year-old Mia, who manages the front desk of a motel
where she and her immigrant parents work and live. It honestly and entertainingly shares the experiences, hardships, and dreams of the new
Chinese immigrants. (Ages 8-12)
Paper Wishes- Lois Sepahban
Ten-year-old Manami did not realize how peaceful her family's life on Bainbridge Island was until the day it all changed. It's 1942, after the attack
on Pearl Harbor, and Manami and her family are Japanese American, which means that the government says they must leave their home by the
sea and join other Japanese Americans at a prison camp in the desert. Manami is sad to go, but even worse is that they are going to have to give
her and her grandfather's dog, Yujiin, to a neighbor to take care of. Manami decides to sneak Yujiin under her coat and gets as far as the
mainland before she is caught and forced to abandon Yujiin. She and her grandfather are devastated, but Manami clings to the hope that
somehow Yujiin will find his way to the camp and make her family whole again. It isn't until she finds a way to let go of her guilt that Manami can
reclaim the piece of herself that she left behind and accept all that has happened to her family. (Ages 9-12)
A Place At The Table- Saadia Faruqi
A timely, accessible, and beautifully written story exploring themes of food, friendship, family and what it means to belong, featuring sixth graders
Sara, a Pakistani American, and Elizabeth, a white, Jewish girl taking a South Asian cooking class taught by Sara’s mom. Sixth graders Sara and
Elizabeth could not be more different. Sara is at a new school that is completely unlike the small Islamic school she used to attend. Elizabeth has
her own problems: her British mum has been struggling with depression. The girls meet in an after-school South Asian cooking class, which
Elizabeth takes because her mom has stopped cooking, and which Sara, who hates to cook, is forced to attend because her mother is the
teacher. The girls form a shaky alliance that gradually deepens, and they make plans to create the most amazing, mouth-watering cross-cultural
dish together and win a spot on a local food show. They make good cooking partners . . . but can they learn to trust each other enough to
become true friends? (Ages 9-12)
Black Brother, Black Brother- Jewell Parker Rhodes
From award-winning and bestselling author Jewell Parker Rhodes comes a powerful coming-of-age story about two brothers, one who presents
as white, the other as black, and the complex ways in which they are forced to navigate the world, all while training for a fencing competition.
(Ages 8-12) *Story contains themes of police involvement
Black Boy Joy: 17 Stories Celebrating Black Boyhood- Edited by Kwame Mbalia
Black boy joy is…Picking out a fresh first-day-of-school outfit. Saving the universe in an epic intergalactic race. Finding your voice—and your
rhymes—during tough times.Flying on your skateboard like nobody’s watching. And more! From seventeen acclaimed Black male and non-binary
authors comes a vibrant collection of stories, comics, and poems about the power of joy and the wonders of Black boyhood.(Ages 9-12)
This Book Is Anti-Racist: 20 Lessons on How to Wake Up, Take Action, and Do the Work- Tiffany Jewell
Written by activist and anti-racist educator Tiffany Jewell and illustrated by Aurélia Durand, This Book Is Anti-Racist uses gender-neutral words and
vibrant illustrations to bring characters to life and help readers have a better understanding of race, social identity, and racism, among other
topics. The book, published in 2020, features 20 chapters and activities. (Ages 11+)

Highschool
The Hate U Give- Angie Thomas

Sixteen-year-old Starr Carter moves between two worlds: the poor neighborhood where she lives and the fancy suburban prep school she
attends. The uneasy balance between these worlds is shattered when Starr witnesses the fatal shooting of her childhood best friend Khalil at
the hands of a police officer. Khalil was unarmed. Soon afterward, his death is a national headline. Some are calling him a thug, maybe even a
drug dealer and a gangbanger. Protesters are taking to the streets in Khalil’s name. Some cops and the local drug lord try to intimidate Starr
and her family. What everyone wants to know is: what really went down that night? And the only person alive who can answer that is Starr.
But what Starr does—or does not—say could upend her community. It could also endanger her life. (Ages 14-17)
Black Girl, White School: Thriving, Surviving and No, You Can't Touch My Hair. an Anthology- by Olivia V.G. Clarke
Navigating predominantly white institutions (PWI) as a young Black girl provides amazing opportunities as well as challenging experiences. The
poems, anecdotes, and entries found in this book seek to provide support and guidance for Black girls in PWI's and are written by Black girls
and women who are current or past attendees of PWI's. Hair, friendship, dating, motivation, information, racism, self-esteem - nothing is off
limits. (Ages 13-18)
Fresh Ink: An Anthology- Lamar Giles
Thirteen of the most accomplished YA authors deliver a label-defying anthology that includes ten short stories, a graphic novel, and a one-act
play from Walter Dean Myers never before in-print. This collection addresses topics like gentrification, acceptance, untimely death, coming out,
and poverty and ranges in genre from contemporary realistic fiction to adventure and romance. It will inspire you to break conventions, bend
the rules, and color outside the lines. All you need is fresh ink. (Ages 12-17)
Hearts Unbroken- Cynthia Leitich Smith
When Louise Wolfe’s first real boyfriend mocks and disrespects Native people in front of her, she breaks things off and dumps him over e-mail.
It’s her senior year, anyway, and she’d rather spend her time with her family and friends and working on the school newspaper. The editors pair
her up with Joey Kairouz, the ambitious new photojournalist, and in no time the paper’s staff find themselves with a major story to cover: the
school musical director’s inclusive approach to casting The Wizard of Oz has been provoking backlash in their mostly white, middle-class Kansas
town. From the newly formed Parents Against Revisionist Theater to anonymous threats, long-held prejudices are being laid bare and hostilities
are spreading against teachers, parents, and students — especially the cast members at the center of the controversy, including Lou’s little
brother, who’s playing the Tin Man. As tensions mount at school, so does a romance between Lou and Joey — but as she’s learned, “dating
while Native” can be difficult. In trying to protect her own heart, will Lou break Joey’s? (Ages 14-18)
I Am Not Your Perfect Mexican Daughter- Erika L. Sánchez
Perfect Mexican daughters do not go away to college. And they do not move out of their parents’ house after high school graduation. Perfect
Mexican daughters never abandon their family. But Julia is not your perfect Mexican daughter. That was Olga’s role. Then a tragic accident on
the busiest street in Chicago leaves Olga dead and Julia left behind to reassemble the shattered pieces of her family. And no one seems to
acknowledge that Julia is broken, too. Instead, her mother seems to channel her grief into pointing out every possible way Julia has failed. But
it’s not long before Julia discovers that Olga might not have been as perfect as everyone thought. With the help of her best friend, Lorena, and
her first love (first everything), Connor, Julia is determined to find out. Was Olga really what she seemed? Or was there more to her sister’s
story? And either way, how can Julia even attempt to live up to a seemingly impossible ideal? (Age 14-17)

Parents and Caregivers
So You Want to Talk About Race- Ijeoma Oluo
In So You Want to Talk About Race, Ijeoma Oluo guides readers of all races through subjects ranging from police brutality and cultural
appropriation to the model minority myth in an attempt to make the seemingly impossible possible: honest conversations about race, and
about how racism infects every aspect of American life.
Why Are All the Black Kids Sitting Together in the Cafeteria?: And Other Conversations About Race- Beverly Daniel Tatum
Walk into any racially mixed high school and you will see Black, White, and Latino youth clustered in their own groups. Is this self-segregation a
problem to address or a coping strategy? How can we get past our reluctance to discuss racial issues? Beverly Daniel Tatum, a renowned
authority on the psychology of racism, argues that straight talk about our racial identities is essential if we are serious about communicating
across racial and ethnic divides and pursuing antiracism. These topics have only become more urgent as the national conversation about race
is increasingly acrimonious. This fully revised edition is essential reading for anyone seeking to understand dynamics of race and racial
inequality in America.
Social Justice Parenting, How to Raise Compassionate Anti Racist Justice Minded Kids in an Unjust World- Dr. Traci Baxley
Dr. Traci Baxley—a professor of education who has spent 30 years teaching diversity and inclusion—will offer the essential guidance and
curriculum parents have been searching for. Dr. Baxley, a mother of five herself, suggests that parenting is a form of activism, and encourages
parents to acknowledge their influence in developing compassionate, socially-conscious kids.
Importantly, Dr. Baxley also guides parents to do the work of recognizing and reconciling their own biases. So often, she suggests, parents
make choices based on what’s best for their children, versus what’s best for all children in their community. Dr. Baxley helps readers take
inventory of their actions and beliefs, develop self-awareness and accountability, and become role models. Poised to become essential reading
for all parents committed to social change, Social Justice Parenting will offer parents everywhere the opportunity to nurture a future generation
of humane, compassionate individuals.
The Making of Asian America- Erika Lee
The Making of Asian America shows how generations of Asian immigrants and their American-born descendants have made and remade Asian
American life, from sailors who came on the first trans-Pacific ships in the 1500 to the Japanese Americans incarcerated during World War II.
Over the past fifty years, a new Asian America has emerged out of community activism and the arrival of new immigrants and refugees. But as
Lee shows, Asian Americans have continued to struggle as both “despised minorities” and “model minorities,” revealing all the ways that racism
has persisted in their lives and in the life of the country.
Stamped from the Beginning: The Definitive History of Racist Ideas in America- IIbram X. Kendi
Some Americans insist that we're living in a post-racial society. But racist thought is not just alive and well in America--it is more sophisticated
and more insidious than ever. And as award-winning historian Ibram X. Kendi argues, racist ideas have a long and lingering history, one in which
nearly every great American thinker is complicit. In this deeply researched and fast-moving narrative, Kendi chronicles the entire story of antiblack racist ideas and their staggering power over the course of American history. He uses the life stories of five major American intellectuals to
drive this history: Puritan minister Cotton Mather, Thomas Jefferson, abolitionist William Lloyd Garrison, W.E.B. Du Bois, and legendary activist
Angela Davis. As Kendi shows, racist ideas did not arise from ignorance or hatred. They were created to justify and rationalize deeply
entrenched discriminatory policies and the nation's racial inequities.

